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ABSTRACT
The discovery of stable, heavy-tailed distributions of activity on
the web has inspired many researchers to search for simple
mechanisms that can cut through the complexity of countless
social interactions to yield powerful new theories about human
behavior. A dominant mode of investigation involves fitting a
mathematical model to an observed distribution, and then
inferring the behaviors that generate the modeled distribution.
Yet, distributions of activity are not always stable, and the process
of fitting a mathematical model to empirical distributions can be
highly uncertain, especially for smaller and highly variable
datasets.
In this paper, we introduce an approach called skew-path analysis,
which measures how concentrated information production is
along different dimensions in community-generated data. The
approach scales from small to large datasets, and is suitable for
investigating the dynamics of online behavior. We offer a
preliminary demonstration of the approach by using it to analyze
six years of data from an online health community, and show that
the technique offers interesting insights into the dynamics of
information production. In particular, we find evidence for two
distinct point attractors within a subset of the forums analyzed,
demonstrating the utility of the approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems]: Human information processing
G.3 [Probability and statistics]: Distribution Functions

General Terms
Measurement, Theory

Keywords
Power Law, Social Media, Diversity, Dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION
The term “heavy-tailed distribution” describes numerical
distributions that have a longer tail of low-probability events than
would be expected under an exponential distribution (a family that
includes normal, Poisson, and binomial distributions). As with
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exponential distributions, there are a variety of heavy-tailed
distributions, including log-normal and power law distributions.
Heavy-tailed distributions show up in many places, notably on the
web and in social media, but also in natural and social settings
[6,7]. Power law distributions, in which one quantity varies with
the power of another, are particularly ubiquitous in social media,
leading some to suggest that one should almost always apply logtransformations to data harvested from social spaces [17], and
many others to seek general mechanisms that explain their
abundance (e.g. [3,10]).
Determining which distribution best fits a given set of empirical
data often involves maximum likelihood estimation. For example,
Clauset et al. [6] recommend applying a bootstrapping procedure
to estimate the maximum likelihood that a given distribution
might fit a power-law. The procedure can be computationally
intensive and does not provide conclusive determination; what
may appear to be an acceptable power-law might still be a better
fit for a log-normal or exponential distribution, and so if the class
of distribution is important, the careful scientist should check her
data against the likely alternatives.
For large datasets with stable distributions, this kind of modelbased analysis is warranted and can yield deep insight. However,
if one seeks to understand the dynamics of data with highly
variable participation rates, or with relatively few data points, or
to investigate what happens during the growth or decay of a given
system, substantial uncertainty can make it difficult to distinguish
between mathematical models [4].
One result of this is that research devoted to discovering patterns
of human interaction that generate stable distributions tends to
focus upon large systems with stable patterns of activity. This
creates a bias in the research literature, and leaves a
methodological challenge for the study of smaller, highly dynamic
systems that populate a significant portion of the web ecosystem.
In this paper, we offer an analytical approach that can be used to
characterize distributions regardless of the amount of data
available, and this is especially useful for understanding the
variations in the shape of these distributions over time. We define
skew1 as the basic measure underlying the approach, which is
closely related to Shannon’s entropy and based on measurements
of diversity developed in ecology. A skewed distribution is the
opposite of an even distribution, and can be loosely interpreted as
the degree of concentration of a measured quantity such as posts
per user, or links per node. When applied to dimensions that
characterize aspects of user content creation, skew reflects the
degree to which a small number of voices or ideas dominate. The
1

Not to be confused with skewness, which quantifies the
asymmetry of a probability distribution. As it is used here, skew
is more closely related to kurtosis.

intuitive accessibility of the measure thus makes it easier to
interpret then more abstract properties such as entropy or kurtosis.
In the following, we first offer some background on various prior
approaches to measuring the dynamic behaviors of online
communities. We then describe the derivation of skew and
provide supporting material to help develop the reader’s intuition.
Finally, we offer a preliminary case study of an online health
forum using a visualization technique we refer to as skew path
analysis, and discuss our findings.

2. BACKGROUND
Research that has centered upon the appearance of heavy-tailed
distributions on the web has sought to explain the local
interactions that give rise to them. For example, Barabási and
Albert [3] suggested that preferential attachment—in social
networks, the tendency for popular individuals to be more
attractive social partners for newcomers—is responsible for
power-law distributions of network connectivity. Huberman and
Adamic [10] found that this did not predict the structure of the
Web, and proposed an alternative stochastic model. Within social
information streams, Barabási demonstrated how auto-correlated
individual behaviors might explain observed power-laws[2], but
Malmgren et al. [15] offered an alternative, random model.
The drive to demonstrate a parsimonious mechanism underlying
common distributions of activity across many complex,
sociotechnical systems is understandable. Relatively less attention
has been paid to the ways in which distributions vary within and
across various sociotechnical systems, despite the fact that such
variance exists. For instance, Guo et al. [9] show that a stretched
exponential distribution is a better fit for user content creation in a
number of different online social networks than a power-law
distribution. Zhao et al. [22] identify different dynamic processes
at various scales of analysis and over time within a large online
social network. In particular, they find that preferential attachment
decays over time for the social network they study.
Other research has sought to characterize the dynamics of
sociotechnical systems without explicitly analyzing or fitting
distributions. Both Kan et al. [13] and Viegas and Smith [21]
develop new approaches to visualization that capture the variance
in distributions over time. The work reported here is similar in
spirit to these efforts, yet bears a clearer relationship to modelbased approaches that explicitly seek to fit distributions to data.

2.1 Interpreting Skew
Within web-based research, distributions are generally obtained
by comparing the number of instances performing at different
levels of activity. For example, we may count the proportion of
nodes (instances) with different degrees (levels) in a network, or
the number of topics (instances) exhibiting different numbers of
posts (levels). This counting procedure leads to an inference
about a probability distribution that governs the appearance of
instances at different levels of activity. A heavy tailed distribution
differs from an exponential distribution because the appearance of
instances at high-levels (further down the tail of the distribution)
is more likely.
A similar form of analysis is of critical importance in ecology
research; the distribution of individuals in each species in a
bounded geographical area is the diversity of that area, and much
thought has been put into developing measurements of diversity
[12,20]. Note that there is a slight difference between the analysis
of diversity, which examines the count of instances across classes
(a categorical dimension) rather than levels (an ordered

Figure 1: Average skew for different distribution families
and parameters. Following the ecological framing of
“members of a species”, the x-axis is a categorical axis
indicating class, and the y-axis is the number of instances
of that class.
dimension). It is a simple matter to convert between the two
framings; we adopt the ecological framing here.
One widely used measure of diversity is the exponential of
Shannon’s entropy:
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As discussed by Tuomisto [20:854–855], D is a composite of two
distinct aspects of diversity—species richness, which is simply
the number of distinct species |S| found in the area being
measured, and evenness, which is a measure of how evenly
distributed individuals are across all species. D is maximized and
equal to |S| when each species contains the same number of
individuals in an area, decreases both as the number of total
species is reduced and as the distribution of individuals across
species becomes less even.
By itself, evenness is one way of characterizing the “flatness” of a
distribution. It varies from (0-1] can be obtained by dividing D by
|S|. Isolating evenness achieves our original goal of finding a
more flexible approach to characterizing changing distributions.
While it may also be useful to consider diversity, we have found
that when analyzing user content creation, the “noise” in diversity
due to varying levels of traffic can hide more interesting variation
in the shape distribution.
For our domain, we have also found it intuitively easier to think
about lack of evenness, rather than evenness, and so we define the
skew of a distribution to be 1-evenness, or:
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From the definition of entropy, and excluding the degenerate case
(no instances to measure), skew is at a minimum for a given set of
classes when all measured classes contain the same number of
instances, and a maximum when only one class is populated.
However, the existence of |S| in the denominator means that the
absolute minimum skew attainable varies with the number of
classes measured. Furthermore, in many cases where we might
assess skew (e.g. the number of posts per topic) it may not make

sense to infer the existence of a class unless it appears in our data,
so the minimum inferred probability for any given class is 1/|S|.

Figure 3: WebMD traffic patterns over time

3. Applying Skew Path Analysis to WebMD
To investigate the utility of skew path analysis, we applied it to
study longitudinal data from an online health information service
called WebMD. WebMD is a popular online health resource (as of
January 2015, Alexa ranked WebMD.com as the 120th most
popular site in the US, and second most popular health site,
behind NIH.gov [23]). WebMD hosts a variety of forums, some of
which have been in existence since 1998 [18], though they have
gone through various changes since that time.
Figure 2: Traffic patterns and skew path visualization for the
fibromyalgia forum. The skew path is slightly smoothed to
ease interpretation. Two significant points are indicated in
the diagram; the first point is a significant design change in
the forum, and the second is the point at which the forum
appears to move from one region of skew space to another.
To help develop an intuition about how skew behaves in context
then, Figure 1 provides several examples drawn from several
canonical distributions, and reports average skew values for each.
For each graph, we generated 100 distributions of 100 different
points drawn from a distribution with fixed parameters, and report
the average skew for these distributions. In the case of the lognormal distributions, µ=0. For exponential distributions, skew
tends to remain low because there is a smoother transition from
higher to lower probability events. Log-normal and power-law
distributions have similarly high skew values for some parameter
ranges, but power-laws produce the highest skew values as α
decreases.

2.2 Skew Path Analysis
In this paper we use skew to analyze posting patterns in message
forums hosted by WebMD, a large and popular online health
information service. Our analysis focuses upon skew in two
dimensions: poster skew is used to measure the distribution of
posts across individual posters within a time window for a given
forum, and thread skew is used to measure the distribution of
posts across individual threads in a forum within a time window.
We visualize the change in skew over time as a path through this
two dimensional space. Figure 2 provides an annotated sample of
the visualization from a forum dedicated to the discussion of
fibromyalgia. The visualization is tuned to make general features,
such as the obvious “bunching” of the path, and the fact that high
degrees of activity tend to occur at higher levels of poster skew,
easy to assess. There are other ways to visualize skew and its
correspondence with other values, but the approach taken here is
intended to elucidate specific features at the expense of others.

We chose WebMD for a variety of reasons. At least 5 years of
forum postings were available for 55 “featured” forums, and
WebMD’s terms of service explicitly allow use of this
information for non-commercial purposes2. The featured forums
are maintained and do not contain spam. The data also spans
several sociotechnical design changes, involving a significant
interface redesign in March of 2010, and various changes to
policies for staffing of forums with moderators and medical
experts. Others have shown that technology changes tend not to
be received well in online health communities [16], that the
involvement of designated experts can disrupt social
communication [18:109], and that heavy handed moderation can
dampen overall conversation[11]. We were very interested to
know if skew path analysis would provide additional insight.
Most importantly for our analysis, there is a great deal of variance
in the participation levels both within and between forums (Figure
3). The total number of posts in each forum varied widely, from
~175K posts (fibromyalgia) to only 276 posts (raising fit kids),
and the vast majority of forums have experienced significant
declines in participation since the redesign in 2010. This high
degree of variance makes it difficult to use model-based
techniques, for reasons discussed above.
We scraped all publicly available data from the 55 featured
forums hosted on WebMD in August of 2014, yielding a total of
1.1M posts spanning seven years. The earliest post in any forum
was on 11-30-2006, and latest first post in any forum was on 1109-2011. However, it became apparent that significant portions of
data preceding 01-01-2009 were missing for many of the forums,
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Figure 4: Traffic patterns and skew path analysis for a sampling of forums. The gray lines in the top graphs capture moderator
involvement. Note the distinct appearance of (at least) two clusters in each forum, but the position of the clusters varies.
Vertical lines in the traffic graphs capture the point of the design change and the point at which the system appear to move to a
second stable region of skew space.
and so we restrict our analysis here to all data collected after that
point.
Roughly .1% of all posts were associated with a date that
conflicted with the post ordering on the site. We examined these
conversations and found post ordering to me more reliable than
the timestamp, and so adjusted those posts with apparently
incorrect timestamps to be equidistant from correctly sequenced,
bracketing posts. This did introduce some error into a small
proportion of the data, but as we are not concerned with precise
timing of posts in this investigation, the introduced error should
have little to no impact on the following analysis.

3.1 Initial Findings
To use skew path analysis to understand the dynamics of each
forum, we binned data in two-week periods starting with the first
post in each forum. Prior work has binned similar data from oneweek to one-month intervals [e.g. 18], and we found that twoweek intervals captured dominant trends without obscuring
important local variation. Figure 4 presents a representative
sample of our results. Data is smoothed in the figure to make
patterns more distinct, but the following analysis use unsmoothed
data.
Figure 4 captures two interesting patterns observed in the
visualizations. Most of the forums exhibited a two-phase
evolution in time, but this evolution took two different forms. For
the more highly trafficked forums (e.g. the Diabetes and Multiple
Sclerosis forums in Figure 4), the first phase was characterized by
high posting activity, high poster skew and relatively low thread
skew. In the second phase, these forums moved to a somewhat
more diffuse pattern, characterized by lower poster skew, slightly
lower thread skew, and lower posting traffic.
However, a handful of the less heavily trafficked forums (e.g. the
Menopause and Alzheimer’s forums in Figure 4) exhibited a
different pattern, in which poster skew started out relatively low
and then stayed the same or increased somewhat in the second
phase. However, thread skew in these forums dropped
significantly between the two phases. In these forums, we also
note a relatively high degree of staff postings.

For all forums, the design change occurred while the system was
operating within the first stable region. Across communities, the
immediate response to the design change varied, but (with the
exception of anomalous forums such as the Alzheimer’s forum)
traffic dropped off in the later parts of 2010. At some point during
this decay, most forums moved to a second stable region in skew
space. The distribution of traffic over threads did not change
significantly, but the distribution of poster activity became more
even at this point.
To help quantify the observation of two apparently stable regions
in the skew path across all forums, we used a modified k-means
procedure to identify the point in time which minimized the
within cluster sum of squared errors. As a rough indicator of
clustering quality, we applied silhouette analysis [19], which
evaluates the cluster assignment for every point in a dataset. A
point is assigned a positive value (maximum of 1) if it is closer on
average to other points in it’s assigned cluster, and a negative
value (minimum of -1) if it is closer to points in the other cluster.
The average of all points varies from [-1,1] and is an indicator of
how distinct the clusters are.
Five of the forums did not have any traffic prior to the design
change in 2010, and these forums did not have distinct clusters.
Among the remaining forums, clustering fitness was normally
distributed around a mean of .34 (median=.35, s.d.=.15), and was
positive in all cases. This indicates that points were in general
clustered correctly; however, the compactness and relative
distance of clusters varied.

4. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
Although the preceding findings indicate a dominant pattern in the
evolution of the dynamics of the WebMD forums, whereby the
forums jump from one apparently stable set of dynamics to
another. We hypothesize that these regions of stability are point
attractors operating within a significant proportion of the forums
examined.
The term attractor is used within the literature on complex
systems to characterize stable dynamics of a complex system [1].
Once a dynamic system has attained an attractor it will tend to
stay there unless there is some significant perturbation to the

system. Gersick’s theory of punctuated equilibrium [8] and
Kuhn’s theory of scientific revolutions [14] are well-known
examples of attractors operating within sociotechnical systems.
More directly related to web science, but without explicitly using
the language of dynamic systems, Butler [5] offers compelling
arguments about how the interplay between resource availability
and benefit provision might lead to the existence of a stable
attractor in online social media.

9.

What causes the observed regions of stability in our data is not yet
clear, and whether or not these stable regions can be generalized
are questions for future work. Our early findings suggest that, for
more highly trafficked forums, the shift often co-occurs with the
loss of or significant decline in the activity of high degreecentrality users. These users also have tight couplings with one
another within forums. In the less highly trafficked forums, the
reduction in thread skew seems to result from increased activity
due to moderators answering questions from new users. Further
investigation is necessary to verify these observations, but if they
are accurate, then the shift in skew may be due to a differential
impact of the design change on a particular class of users, leading
to a change in the overall dynamics.

11.

The identification of apparent stability amidst a multitude of
complex interactions is exciting because it suggests that there may
be a simple, possibly general explanation for this stability. This is
why the surprising ubiquity of power-laws and the attempts to
infer the mechanism responsible for them have attracted so much
attention within the scientific community. In this paper, we have
introduced a new tool that can be used to hunt for stability that
may appear in corners that model-based approaches cannot reach.
Our initial results suggest that skew path analysis holds some
promise for the endeavor.
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